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Supplies:  

1.  Square tiles (plain white 4” x 4”)
2.  Permanent markers
3.  Paperboard egg cartons (spray paint 
     exterior green in advance of rally or
     troop meeting, and cut into individual
     sections)
4.  Turtle template (included).  Print on 
     colorful paper, or print on white and 
     invite girls to color it in.
5.  Customer List Template (included)
6.  Glue and/or glue dots
7.  Scissors
8.  Pencils

1.  Cut out turtle shape from template and 
      color in (if not printed on colored paper).
2.   Draw a face on the turtle.
3.   Use your sharpened pencil to poke a
       hole in the center of the turtle’s shell 
      (egg carton)
4.   Glue the turtle template to the tile.
5.   Glue the egg carton to the top of the 
       turtle (glue dots may work best).
6.   Use the markers to decorate the tile
       and write fun messaging such as
       “It’s Cookie Time”
7.  Invite girls to make a list of customers
     that they plan to approach for cookie
     orders, using the Customer List Template.

When it’s time to take an order, this turtle has the tool for 
you.  She faithfully keeps your pencil standing tall, so you 
can capture the orders of your loyal customers.  With just 
enough space for some creative decorating and messaging, 
girls can make the sturdy tile base uniquely theirs.  

Check out “People Skills (4B)”  in the Cookie Activity Pin requirements to see how this activity 
might help you complete the requirements.  

Use your pencil to �ll out the Customer 
List Template to work towards earning 
the Cookie Activity pin

Instructions



Turtle Pencil Keeper Template
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Think of people you know who might enjoy Girl Scout Cookies or who might want to support you as a Girl 
Scout and write them on this list.  (Parent’s co-workers, Grandparents/aunts/uncles (and their friends), 
neighbors, sports friends, club friends, people at school, people from your place of worship . . . 

(Your Name)


